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Abstract: For just a few decades from the 1880s, a large number of European mystery novels were serialised in Japanese
newspapers, in the form of adaptive translations (hon’an mono). The alterations to the original texts included names of
characters and places, as well as tone and plot, to familiarise readers with European cultures, geographies and notions of
modernity within the Japanese psychological framework. Such translations are an interesting example of how the mass
media facilitated intercultural transaction in early modern Japan. One such example is Kuroiwa Ruikô’s Sute obune
(abandoned small boat), serialised in 156 episodes in his newspaper Yorozu chôhô (October 1894 and July 1895). This
work was an adaptive translation of the Mary Braddon mystery novel Diavola, originally published in the London Journal
between October 1866 and July 1867. In Sute obune, Ruikô altered characters’ names to Japanese, offering a peculiar in-
tertexual image - characters with Japanese names thoroughly at home in a European environment. This paper will focus
on an intertexual analysis of names and perspectives in Ruikô’s Sute obune compared to the Braddon original, Diavola.
The Japanese names chosen for characters in Sute obune are suggestive of their status, attitude and personality, as exem-
plified by the cold-blooded and scheming poisoner Kawabayashi, for whose name Ruikô used the Chinese characters signi-
fying “skin” and “forest”).
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FORSEVERALDECADES from the 1880s,
a large number of European mystery novels
were serialised in Japanese newspapers as
adaptive translations (hon’an mono).

Demonstrating “the complexities of Japanese cultural
borrowing” (Mark Silver 2004, p.191), translators
and adaptors of these stories altered original texts by
changing names of characters and places, as well as
tone and plot, to familiarise readers with European
cultures, geographies and notions of modernity
within the Japanese psychological framework. The
extent of translators’ originality in adaptive transla-
tions was often ambiguous (Kawasaki Kenko 1999),
but as a genre, such translations are useful tools in
assessing how the mass media facilitated intercultural
transaction in early modern Japan. Here, the word
“transaction” most appropriately reflects what J.
Scott Miller identifies as the role of adaptive transla-
tions during the 1880s “to tame and modify the for-
eign to fit domestic sensibilities, usually in the ser-
vice of art or entertainment.” (Miller, p. 13)

One example is Kuroiwa Ruikō’s1 Sute-obune
(abandoned small boat)2, serialised in 156 episodes
in his newspaper Yorozu chōhō (between October
1894 and July 1895). This work was an adaptive
translation of Mary Braddon’s mystery novel
Diavola; or, the Woman's Battle 3, published in the
London Journal between October 1866 and July
1867. Typifying his approach to translation, Ruikō
is understood to have read sections of the original at
home and gone to his office the following day to
adapt them from memory (Law and Morita 2003).
In Sute-obune, Ruikō altered names to Japanese, of-
fering an unusual intertexual image - characters with
Japanese names at home in a European environment.4

In the inaugural edition of Yorozu Chōhō, Ruikō
explained he intended to give “the mass of ordinary
citizens” a “convenient way of knowing at a glance
what is going on in the world.” As Mark Silver
shows, this meant Ruikō used crime fiction to
“politically awaken the masses,” making his adaptive
translations “fascinating examples of foreign works

1 1862-1920. Journalist, translator, author and founder of the popular newspaper Yorozu chōhō. He is regarded as a founder of Japanese
tantei shōsetsu (detective stories) (Kawasaki). His original name is Kuroiwa Shūroku. Note: For Japanese names, this paper applies the
Japanese custom of placing the surname first.
2 Ruikō’s Sute-obune (in Japanese) is available at http://www.ndl.go.jp/portrait/datas/264.html?c=25
3 Diavola as Run to Earth is available at http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/9102
4 Mark Silver, “Putting the court on trial: cultural borrowing and the translated crime novel in nineteenth-century Japan”, in Journal of
Popular Culture, Spring 2003, Vol. 36, Issue 4 (from p. 853).
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being assimilated and put to new uses in a new cul-
tural context.” (Silver, 2003, p. 853)

This paper provides an intertexual analysis of
names and perspectives in Ruikō’s Sute-obune
compared to Diavola.5 It shows that Ruikō’s renam-
ing of places and characters was an important ele-
ment in transmutation of Western literary works for
Japanese audiences, one which J. Scott Miller (2001,
p.iv) has characterised as reflecting “contemporary
attitudes, ideologies and fears in concrete, if meta-
phoric ways.”

Names and Naming in England and
Japan
The purpose of naming is to distinguish an object
from others, to give it specificity and to make it
conspicuous or eye-catching. A proper noun, such
as a person’s name, is a code to identify the person.
Contributing to an evolving debate on epistemology
of names in the European context, John Stuart Mill
asserted in 1843 that proper names denote individuals
and do not connote attributes.6 However, Japanese
experience affirms names can be culturally ascribed
to a person and influence the fashioning of identity
and personality (Jugaku Akiko 1979). Reaney notes
that many surnames in England originated as nick-
names to distinguish someone of the same first name
from another (1967, p.20). Hereditary surnames did
not become established until around 300 years after
the eleventh-century Norman Conquest, while among
the “lower classes” the practice of using different
surnames in one lifetime lasted longer (ibid., pp.315-
6).

Braddon was closely attuned to the nuances in
names and the appeal they had to her audience. Chris
Willis’s claim that “Braddon’s phenomenal success
was largely due to her sensitivity to the commercial
demands of the market and her awareness of what
her readers wanted” (1998) suggests Braddon’s
choice of names cleverly reflected mid-nineteenth
century fashion in names and their connotations.
Takahashi Tetsuo (1989) also suggests that Brad-
don’s favoured genre, the mystery novel (detective
stories, thrillers), had a stronger connection to specif-
ic periods, societies, social classes or groups, com-
pared to other genres. Given the commercially mo-
tivated Ruikō’s aim of informing as wide an audience
as possible about the world, Braddon was an ideal
choice for a similarly attuned Ruikō.

In Japanese culture, words have been respected
as having their own spirit kotodama (lit. the spirit of
a word) and the power to realise what it expresses.
For example, when a new emperor ascends the
throne, a government-appointed panel chooses a new
era name based on the appropriateness of the kanji
(Chinese character or ideogram) as a reflection of
the desired attributes to the new emperor’s reign.
The era name also becomes the emperor’s posthum-
ous name. Wartime Emperor Hirohito is therefore
known posthumously as Emperor Shōwa after the
Shōwa (enlightened peace) era which marked his
reign.

The power of a name has long been utilised in Ja-
panese fiction. One well-known example is
Miyazaki Hayao’s popular anime, Spirited Away
(Sen to Chihiro no Kamikakushi, 2001). In the story,
Yubaba (a witch and owner of a bath-house) alters
the name of the protagonist, Chihiro, to Sen, to
downgrade her status and identity, so she forgets
who she is. Chihiro starts to forget her original name,
but remembers it only with the help of Haku, who
has also lost his name.

Personal names in fiction are often utilised to sig-
nify external and internal attributes. In the classical
masterpiece, Tale of Genji, written early in the elev-
enth century, one of the most important heroines is
Murasaki (lit. colour of violet or purple). This is not
an actual name of that period but the name of a col-
our, which has a poetic allusion to true, possibly
forbidden, love. Murasaki is assigned the name from
an old poem which Genji (later her husband) writes
to her just after abducting her to possess her. Al-
though she does not understand the association, Genji
uses the poem to imply affection for her, as she is
related to someone he loves, in this case Fujitsubo,
who is Murasaki’s aunt. Murasaki’s name signifies
her complicated, ambiguous role. It capably concep-
tualises her presence in the tale by simultaneously
encapsulating Genji’s deep love for her as well as
her original significance as a substitute.7

The literary convention of naming has long been
practiced in daily life in literature and stage in Japan.
Even Ruikō, a combination of the kanji for “tears”
and “perfume”, was a pen name.8 The practice ex-
tends to other areas, including bar hostesses who use
assumed names called Genji-na when relating to
customers. For hundreds of years, professionals,
particularly in theatre and literature, have changed
names as they progress from apprentice to profession-
al. Such changes, particularly in kabuki, sumo

5 The popularity of Ruikō’s version led to its commissioning as a kabuki play written by Kawatake Shinshichi III for a New Year performance
at the Kabukiza Theatre in Tokyo in 1898. The play was later adapted for a series of performances at the Hongōza Theatre in 1906. This
ensured its impact was more widespread and longer lasting than the ten months over which the Kuroiwa translation appeared.
6 For a discussion of Mill’s views and subsequent debate on the matter, see Saul, E. Kripke (1972), Naming and Necessity, Basil Blackwell,
Oxford, UK, pp. 26-27.
7 As for Tale of Genji and Murasaki, see Norma Field 1987.
8 The author’s real first name was Shūroku.
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wrestling, and professional storytelling (rakugo), are
announced with ceremonies and special perform-
ances.

The allusive power and creativity of names in Ja-
pan is facilitated by the combination of pronunciation
and character usage in kanji and the phonetic kana
script. The practice of using kanji, which usually
have at least two pronunciations, has enabled soph-
isticated word-play and puns in choosing names.
This is related to the more than 100,000 and possibly
150,000 surnames and astonishing diversity of given
names in today’s Japan.9 Japan has a diversity of
surnames partially because many were freely created,
like nicknames, and privately or customarily used
(Sakata Satoshi 2006). Hundreds were created around
1875, when the Meiji government revoked a ban on
commoners using surnames (Itoda Hiroshi 1999).
This coincided with a governmental attempt to im-
pose limits on the number of names commonly used
by one person in their lifetime. (Kida Jun’ichirō
2002). The debate over names reflected increased
social mobility in the Meiji era (1868-1912) during
which Ruikō worked.

In 1898, when Ruikō began serialising Sute-obune,
the notion that a person was free to choose a name,
even a surname, would therefore have been fresh in
readers’ minds. This also fitted with contemporary
debate over the nature of human beings as Japan had
been flooded with translations of John Stuart Mill
and the works of other European liberalists, helping
to instil European notions related to the plasticity of
humans. Japan’s long-established custom of choosing
or altering names made it fertile ground for accepting
the practice as portrayed in Diavola.

Braddon’s Diavola
Braddon’s Diavola is a melodramatic tale about a
destitute singer, Jenny Milsom, also known as
Diavola. As Jenny, she flees her (foster) father’s
household and has adopted the name Honoria Milford
when rescued by Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Oswald
Eversleigh, a much older baronet. Sir Oswald enrols
her in a seminary to train her for opera. After he
marries her, Honoria becomes Lady Eversleigh, the
mistress of his castle. Fearing this threatens his inher-
itance, the baronet’s nephew Reginald Eversleigh
uses surgeon Victor Carrington, to persuade the
baronet that Honoria is having an affair. The baronet
banishes Honoria, but he is fatally poisoned by Vic-
tor. After giving birth to a daughter Gertrude,
Diavola uses the alias of Harriet Eden while engaging
detectives to bring Reginald and Victor to justice.
She learns that she is the kidnapped daughter of an

Italian nobleman, Count Luigi Ambrogetti, with
whom she is eventually reunited.

Ruikō’s Sute-Obune
Ruikō worked on Sute-obune over many months, in
the process eliminating extraneous subplots and
characters. A study of individual names and their
implications reveals the machinations which took
place in Ruikō’s imagination as he adapted the work.

One of the more significant alterations was his
keeping Baron Tokiwa alive throughout the story.
Consequently, he chose to have the baron’s faithful
friend and confidante, Kobusuton (or Kobuishi) ac-
cidentally drink the poison intended for the baron,
rendering Kobusuton paralysed and unable to speak
for most of the story. This gives added pathos to
Sonoe’s lone search for her lost father through im-
prisonment and childbirth. In keeping with the style
of adaptive translations, Ruikō altered names, but
retained the original European setting, faithfully
translating details about the European milieu and life
styles. This allowed characters to exist in a more fa-
miliar, but liminal, space in the minds of the readers,
while exploiting names as a significant part of the
characterisation of the protagonists.

Names in Sute-Obune
Ruikō’s approach to place names is evident from
Episode One, where he alters the mnemonic signific-
ance of the setting by situating it in “a Sailor’s Club
(suifu kurabu) in the port of Cliff (Kurifu)”, rather
than Braddon’s pub The Jolly Tar on Ratcliff High-
way in Wapping on the River Thames. Ruikō avoids
unfamiliarity in the name Wapping for Japanese
readers. His simple use of Cliff (derived from
Ratcliff) implies the danger of a cliff facing an ocean,
and invokes the impending murder of Captain Tatsuta
(Braddon’s Valentine Jernam) and subsequent dis-
posal of his body in a moat. Given the Japanese ap-
petite for learning English during the Meiji period,
“cliff” would by this stage have been familiar to
many readers.

By contrast, a pivotal scene involving abduction
of Sonoe by Kawabayashi Ikudō (Ruikō’s version
of Victor Carrington), while not a literal translation,
remains faithful to Braddon’s evocation of Yarbor-
ough Tower in Yorkshire, a moonlit monolith sur-
rounded by a deep moat. Here, Ruikō retains the
name as Yaruborō Tower, cleverly conjuring an old,
ruined tower by capitalising on resonances from the
Japanese onomatopoeiac adjectives, boroboro
(rugged, crumbled) and yoboyobo (doddering).

9 Strong intest in names is evidenced in many dedicated websites, e.g., <http://www.myj7000.jp-biz.net/>; < http://www2s.biglobe.ne.jp/~su-
zakihp/index40.html>; <http://www.geocities.jp/nametantei/> (accessed 20/05/2007). The ten most popular given names in each year are
listed at Meiji Yasuda Life Insurance Company's website: < http://www.meijiyasuda.co.jp/profile/etc/ranking/>.
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Ruikō’s names maintain associations with the
Western ones, in sound and meaning. For example,
Naval Captain Kobuishi, whose name is glossed as
Kobusuton in the first half of the story, is a retention
of the sound and meaning of Braddon’s Captain
Copplestone, as detailed later. These names are also
suggestive of status, attitude and personality, as ex-
emplified in Kobuston, which contains the word
“stone”, and Kobuishi containing “ishi” (lit. stone).
They embody rock-like faithfulness and reliability
and later immobility from paralysis after poisoning.
Such examples are in essence, nicknames, rather than
real-life given names, similar to Mark Twain’s
Huckleberry Finn, which is a “popular slang expres-
sion to refer to a person of no consequence.” (Col-
well, 1971, p.71)10

Furthermore, the main protagonists’ names integ-
rate the characters and visual, literary and psycholo-
gical motifs into the narrative framework using tra-
ditionally poetic or melodramatic imagery. Key im-
agery conjured up by the web of names in Sute-obune
is the seashore with pine trees, where an abandoned
small boat floats. This is consistent with the popular-
ity of utamakura (Okumura 1977), defined as “place
names appearing in classical Japanese poetry in
connection with traditional associations and word-
plays.”Utamakura typically pertain to sites of natural
beauty. Ruikō’s choice of the title Sute-obune
(abandoned small boat) also shows ingenuity. The
term is traditionally a metaphor for a pitiable person
bereft of support in a precarious situation. This well-
known term had already appeared in the fourteenth-
century war epic Taihei-ki signifying the Buddhist
notion of hopelessness in a violent world11.

It is interesting to note that Braddon’s original,
Diavola; or, the Woman's Battle was published in
the United States using the hunting metaphor Run to
Earth in its subtitle (by Ward, Lock & Tyler, 1868).
Both titles indicate the focus - a strong-willed wo-
man’s battle to bring criminals to justice. As the term
was only used from the mid-eighteenth century, its
novelty made it an attractive expression for a popular
novel. In comparison, Ruikō’s title has a well-known,
but much older pedigree embodying a young wo-
man’s helpless yet admirable struggle to restore in-
nocence and identity. Unlike Run to Earth, the term
Sute-obune easily invokes the melodramatic atmo-
sphere of theatrical plays (e.g., Chikamatsu
Monzaemon’s Sonezaki Shinjū [The Love Suicides
at Sonezaki], 1703). The Ruikō version also bore the
subtitle of Diabora, or Ie-naki Musume (lit., the
homeless maiden) (Ogasawara Mikio 1992).

From Leonora, Via Jenny, Honoria,
Diavola, and Harriet….to Sonoe
Braddon’s heroine undergoes numerous name
changes. The nickname Diavola, the Italian diminut-
ive feminine version of “devil”, reflects her strong-
willed nature. As daughter of the Italian count, Luigi
Ambrogetti, her name is Leonora, uncommon in
England until the nineteenth century when it found
popularity probably due to Beethoven’s operaFidelio
in which the heroine is named Leonora (E.G.
Withycombe 1977). Fidelio premiered in London in
1832,12 about three decades prior to Diavola. When
readers meet Diavola, she has been kidnapped by
Thomas Milsom and raised as Jenny Milsom. After
escaping Tom, she uses the name Honoria Milford
chosen from a book. Honoria may echo Leonora, but
importantly, it was originally an Anglo-Norman
name derived from the Latin honor (reputation,
beauty), which grew in popularity from the eight-
eenth century. As a “pet-name” for Jean (Withy-
combe, p.174), Jenny is a relatively common name
with working-class overtones befitting an itinerant
singer. Diavola undergoes other transformations, one
as Lady Eversleigh, and the other using the alias of
Harriet Eden. Braddon’s use of Harriet, a common
first name in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
(Withycombe, p.146), emphasises anonymity, while
Eden offers biblical overtones of purity and virtuous-
ness.

In Sute-obune, Sonoe uses three surnames (Furu-
matsu, Makijima and Tokiwa) and two given names
(Futaba and Sonoe), a transformation signifying in-
tricate identity issues. She is introduced as Sonoe,
daughter of the cunning Furumatsu. After running
away, she introduces herself to Baron Tokiwa as
Makijima Sonoe. The surname turns out to be her
original one. By marriage, she becomes Tokiwa, but
reverts to Makijima after leaving Baron Tokiwa when
he accuses her of adultery. When she later reunites
with him, she reverts to Tokiwa.

Unlike the original Braddon heroine, Sonoe re-
mains as Sonoe, although she gives her daughter her
original first name of Futaba. The surname Makijima
shares the initial with Braddon’s pastoral Milford
and the more ordinary Milsom (son of Miles)
(Withycombe, p.146).

Comparison of Diavola and Sute-obune shows
Ruikō’s elaboration of the heroine’s names in the
transformation of the story from a mystery to a me-
lodrama about the quest for name and identity. At a
time when the memory of edicts permitting adoption

10 Colwell notes that the name’s other meanings are “to indicate a measure of a very small amount, or (in a less widespread figure of speech)
to mean precisely the right person for a particular purpose” and appropriate to an itinerant boy. Further, Cox (1971) argues, “The boy was
a “hick” who loved to have “fun” or a “fun hick.” (p.1038)
11 Taihei-ki has a phrase “Waga-mi kaku hiku hito mo naki sute-obune no gotoku, fukaki tsumi ni shizumuru ni tsuketemo” (I am sinking
in profound sin, like an abandoned small boat with no one to pull it).
12 http://opera.stanford.edu/Beethoven/Fidelio/history.html (accessed 2 May 2007)
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of surnames was still fresh, loss of her name signifies
loss of identity and the most essential human right
as an individual13. To reconstruct her identity, Sonoe
assumes her original surname, relying on childhood
memory, and gives her daughter her own birth name,
Futaba. This suggests these names signify the intrins-
ic quality of her noble birth. Through the alterations
in names, this version details her gradual recovery
of identity.

The names are dissected as follows. Sono means
“garden” and e is short for eda “tree branch”. Futaba
means “pair of leaves”, thus “bud” or “young
sprout”. Makijima comprisesmaki (a poetic term for
a cattle farm) and shima (island). Furumatsu consists
of furu “old” and matsu “pine tree”. The names
Makijima Futaba and Furumatsu Sonoe may allude
to the transition from early life - a young sprout in
a peaceful island with a cattle farm (implying a youth
filled with vigour and liberty) to later kidnap by a
cunning old man to become a mere branch on an old
pine confined to a garden.

Gertrude and Futaba
In tune with her era, Braddon chose one of nine-
teenth-century England’s favourite names, Gertrude
(Withycombe, p.132),14 for Honoria’s daughter. In
the Ruikō version, the name Futaba is assigned to
Sonoe and her daughter (fathered by Baron Tokiwa).
Futaba was born in the hospital of a charitable insti-
tution soon after Sonoe’s release from jail. The
daughter’s name derives from Sonoe’s own name,
although she does not clearly remember it. In the
original, however, Gertrude was the name of the
baronet’s mother, linking the daughter to her father,
in contrast to Futaba’s close relationship with
Sonoe’s childhood. The younger Futaba is not only
Sonoe’s daughter but also signifies her deprived
childhood, as mentioned above.

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Oswald
Eversleigh / Tokiwa Misao
Oswald combines Old English words meaning “god”
and “power” (Withycombe, p. 236). Ruikō’s Tokiwa
is probably derived from “toko-iwa” (everlasting
rock) associated with such notions as “evergreen”,
“eternal” and “something vast and unreal”. It has
linguistic and visual links to the original Eversleigh.
Tokiwa is not a common name. It has literary and
probably noble overtones. The baron’s strong sense
of determination is evident from the hardness of the
rock, as implied by the original word.

As a noun, “misao” means constancy, honour and
chastity, again implying nobility. It may also suggest
firmness. Misao is used for both males and females.
Although not common, it is slightly feminine, so
implies nobility when applied to a man.

Reginald Eversleigh / Nagatani Reikichi
Braddon named the disinherited nephew Reginald,
which in Old English meant “power”, “force” and
“might”. The name had fallen out of favour, but re-
vived in the nineteenth century (Withycombe, p.252).
In the Ruikō version, Reikichi plots with friend
Kawabayashi Ikudō so that Tokiwa believes the ru-
mour of Sonoe’s adultery with Kawabayashi. Reiki-
chi’s name retains the “re” sound in Reginald, while
consisting of the kanji for rei (propriety) and kichi
(fortune). Names using kichi are more associated
with the merchant class than nobility, so it is very
different in nature from his uncle’s name Misao.
Reikichi can be a real name, but it capably represents
the character’s superficiality and desperation for
money.

Reikichi’s surname derives from the image and
meaning of “a long dale”, Dale being the surname
of two sons of the baronet’s sister, whose name was
not mentioned in Ruikō’s version. In keeping with
“dale” meaning a “valley enclosed by low hills” (The
Macquarie Dictionary, 1982, p. 469), tani in
Nagatani means a valley. “Naga” derives from nagai
meaning “long” or “eternal”. The name implies long
darkness, appropriate for someone who cheats and
robs his uncle. Braddon makes this character the only
son of the baron’s younger brother. In Ruikō’s ver-
sion, Baron Tokiwa and Reikichi do not have the
same surname. In Japan, this would suggest that
Tokiwa’s brother had taken his wife’s family name
or created his own surname. In either case, it indic-
ates distance between Tokiwa and his brother. It is
even possible to imagine the brother is Tokiwa’s half
bother by his father’s concubine. Ruikō used the
name Nagatani Reikichi to suggest lack of nobility,
making him a less legitimate successor of his uncle.
It distances him from Tokiwa, who is easily de-
ceived, yet honest, sincere and warm.

Victor Carrington / Kawabayashi Ikudō
In choosing the name Victor for the villain, Braddon
used a name gaining in popularity as the second half
of the nineteenth century progressed. (Withycombe,
pp. 288-289) Deriving from Latin, it means “vic-
tory”, suggesting the character was intent on domin-

13 The Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 7 states: 1. The child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have the
right from birth to a name, the right to acquire a nationality and. as far as possible, the right to know and be cared for by his or her parents.
< http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/k2crc.htm> (accessed 30 March 2007).
14 Withycombe also notes that two saints use the name as does one of the Valkyries, a female deity in Norse mythology.
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ation. The hidden ambitions of the character belie
esteem implied by the name’s popularity.

The name Kawabayashi Ikudō exemplifies care
Ruikō took to embellish characters. In the surname,
Ruikō used Chinese characters signifying “skin”
(kawa) and “grove” (hayashi) for the cold-blooded
and scheming poisoner. The association with “skin”
creates a fictional name with macabre overtones
suggesting intention to kill. This phonological signi-
ficance of kanji allows the reader to anticipate sinister
plot developments as well as share in the overall
watery motif in Ruikō’s version since kawa in a
surname is generally written using the kanji for
“river”.

Kawabayashi is a mad scientist able to invent an
untraceable poison. In the lexicon of the mystery
novel, using poison is a crime often associated with
female villains. Kawabayashi’s use of a psychologic-
al strategy (an older husband’s suspicion that his
wife is having an affair with a younger man) to in-
spire mistrust in Baron Tokiwa toward Sonoe, also
suggests a feminine disposition. Ruikō’s choice of
kanji meaning “skin” in the name further reinforces
the superficiality of first impressions which
Kawabayashi conveys in encounters with Sonoe and
Baron Tokiwa. He is at first glance a well educated,
kind gentleman talented in music, visual arts and
medicine, contrary to his true personality as greedy,
jealous, and arrogant. The concept of “skin” also re-
flects his ability to assume other identities. In the
Ruikō version, he disguises himself as a shabby
peddler to sneak into Tokiwa’s mansion to poison
him. He is a typical wolf in sheep’s clothing.

The name Ikudō is an alias, probably an allusion
to the Edo period (1603-1867) custom of doctors and
other professionals using professional names. The
sound Ikudō may also convey the impression that he
is sharp, patient, and possibly successful as a special-
ist or strategist, but have problems in relationships
with others15. One outstanding example was a
Buddhist priest, whose religious name was Ikudō in
Aizu, north of Tokyo16. Kawabayashi’s use of this
pseudonym with intellectual and possibly religious
overtones indicates yet another facade, another skin.
The incongruity of Kawabayashi’s many-layered
personalities is at the core of his characterisation.
Victor Carrington, in the Braddon version, also has
a sense of ambiguity and discrepancy, derived ini-
tially from being of dual French-British citizenship.

Lydia Graham / Kurahama Konami
In Braddon’s time, the name Lydia had an established
lineage. It occurs in Acts Chapter XVI in The Bible
and was in use in England since the seventeenth
century (Withycombe, p.201). Graham has a long
pedigree as a Scottish surname, lending the character
an aristocratic and ageless air, or at least pretensions
toward this. Perhaps Braddon implies that Lydia
considers she deserves a rich husband to maintain
her upper class lifestyle.

Kurahama Konami, Ruikō’s version of Lydia, is
a typical gold-digger and seducer, who seeks wealth
through marriage to Baron Tokiwa. In the process,
she unwittingly becomes an instrument of
Kawabayashi when she instills in Tokiwa unfounded
doubts about Sonoe’s faithfulness. This works well
by manipulating Tokiwa’s inferiority complex about
his age. Later, Konami becomes close to Tokiwa and
nearly marries him, while at the same time, unknow-
ingly administering him Kawabayashi’s poison. She
is unaware of Kawabayashi’s agenda: to kill Tokiwa
soon after his marriage with Konami. In spite of her
significant role, she is merely an instrument, lacking
nobility, intelligence, sincerity and intrinsic beauty.
Her attractions, in manners and appearance, are su-
perficial and unable to keep a man long enough to
decide to marry her.

The socialite Lydia Graham’s metamorphosis is
achieved via Ruikō’s use of the rare surname Kura-
hama, combining kanjimeaning “store house” (kura)
and “beach” (hama). Not only does Kurahama re-
semble the Japanese pronunciation of Graham
(gurahamu), it also successfully implies a greedy
gold digger with designs on the fortunes of Sir Os-
wald and his nephew Lionel Dale.Kura (storehouse)
implies her ambition to be associated with wealth
and hama (sandy beach) with the suggestion of van-
ity (a castle made of sand) as well as maintaining
Ruikō’s ocean leitmotif. Konami (small waves) is
more appropriate to a female entertainer,17 than a
noble woman (for whom, Namiko is more appropri-
ate). As well as suggesting her coquettish nature,
Ruikō may have wanted to imply Konami is only a
“small wave” unable to overcome the Baron and gain
his “treasure house” of wealth.

Thomas (Tom) Milsom / Furumatsu
It may be stretching matters to know that Thomas
means “twin” in Aramaic, but it was a common
enough English first name by the thirteenth century

15 See for example < http://5go.biz/sei/cgi/nkan.cgi> which evaluates Japanese-language names (accessed 30 March 2007).
16 This Ikudō built a peculiar Buddhist building, called Sazae-dera (the building shaped like a spiral shell, called sazae), now an important
national cultural property.
17 For example, there is Ishi Konami (a modern western style dancer, 1905-78). Konami is also a family name, and today Konami as a
given name is unpopular. In the Kabuki play Kanadehon Chūshingura, there is a girl Konami, who is a daughter or Kakogawa Honzō and
a lover of Rikiya (a son of Ōboshi Yuranosuke).
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(Withycombe, p.280) given the popularity of the
phrase “every Tom, Dick and Harry”. But since
Milsom was adept at disguising himself and altering
his apparent nationality, perhaps Braddon was sig-
nalling the commonplace nature of the character and
the fact that, like a twin, he was capable of resem-
bling someone else. Furumatsu is a relatively rare
surname. With its kanji meaning “old pine tree”, an
image associated in Japan with the notion of ageless-
ness, it ironically shares meaning with the “eternal
rock” and “evergreen” implied in the name Tokiwa.
It also echoes arboreally the e (branch) in Sonoe.
Ruikō, however, used it to suggest more negative
attributes, insinuating that the more experienced
Furumatsu was more masculine, cunning, greedy,
and durable than the younger Kawabayashi.

Furumatsu is referred to by this surname
throughout the story, although according to Duke
Makijima, he is actually the discharged sailor, To-
mazō (straw mat + three). The name signifies a
working class male and possibly the third son, which
suggests insignificance in his family. To compound
matters, he uses the name of Matsuzō (pine tree +
three) at the post office when receiving a letter from
a London-based informant. Cheap straw matting
known as toma, was used to cover houses and boats,
thus metaphorically signifying his role of “covering”
Sonoe’s life. It also relates to being a sailor, while
its shabby image may suggest his inferior quality.
His choice of Matsu is considered an attempt to up-
grade his self image.

Capt. Copplestone / Captain Kobuston
(Kobuishi)
For Sir Oswald’s faithful companion and confidante
of Honoria, Braddon used the name Copplestone
after a place name in England derived from the Old
English for “standing stone”. This suggests consist-
ency and dependability, the qualities for which the
baron and Honoria admired him. As mentioned
earlier, Ruikō’s use of Kobuston (and Kobuishi) in-
herits the meaning and sound of Copplestone. It
should be noted that in Sute-obune, the reading of
his name is at first glossed as Kobusuton, but later
as Kobuishi, ishi being the kanji for “stone.” The
word ishi in different kanji and intonation means
“will”, adding an additional allusive quality to the
name. The name signifies strong will and reliability,
essential elements of the ideal samurai spirit.

Moreover, the sound kobu reminds readers of a
word kobu (bump). Readers may well have known
of a famous, oddly-shaped rock called Kobu-ishi in
the caldera of the volcano Mt Aso in Kumamoto
Prefecture. There are also round volcanic rocks,
called “Sawabata no Kobuishi” (Sawabata’s

kobuishi), which are prized for Japanese gardens as
moss grows easily on their surface18. The image well
associates with traditional Japanese gardens with
pine trees and water, threading through the novel.
Furthermore, being volcanic rock, Kobuishi also in-
dicates his rounded personality – strong yet soft and
warm inside.

One of Kobuston’s important roles in the story is
to connect people. For example, he is an uncle of
Captain Tatsuta, Tokiwa’s faithful best friend, an
acquaintance of Duke Makijima (Sonoe’s real father),
and Sonoe’s confidante. Although the characterisa-
tion of Kobusuton is based on Coppleston, Ruikō’s
Kobusuton plays a more crucial role by providing a
pivotal point in the story. Unlike in the Braddon
original, in which the baronet was killed, Ruikō’s
Kobusuton is the one who mistakenly drinks the
poison which Kawabayashi intends for the baronet.
Kobusuton becomes paralysed, like a “stone”. His
condition provides the complexity and the solutions:
Kobusuton trusts Sonoe’s faithfulness toward her
husband, Tokiwa, but is unable to persuade Tokiwa
of this, due to Kubusuton’s paralysis and inability
to talk; Tokiwa takes him to a concert where they
find the famous Masked Singer is Sonoe; and finally
he witnesses Kawabayashi’s poisoning of the drinks
on the garden table and is able to overcome paralysis
to stop Tokiwa, Sonoe and Duke Makijima from
drinking them.

Conclusion
It is evident that the names Ruikō chose were mostly
selected to imbue characters with visual, literary and
psychological nuances and to give the narrative
framework traditionally poetic, melodramatic im-
agery and resonance. Key imagery conjured by the
web of names consistently associates with the sea-
shore and pine trees with typical natural beauty and
associated poetic implications, the sort of utamak-
ura-like place in Japanese imagery where an aban-
doned small boat might float. This indicates that
Ruikō’s alterations to the characters’ names were
not simply because of his Japanese readers' unfamili-
arity with the Western names.

Ruikō’s Sute-obune tells of a girl who lost her
name, and consequently lost her identity. Sonoe
helplessly floats in the rough ocean, like an aban-
doned small, wooden boat overshadowed and con-
cealed by a straw mat (Furumatsu Tomazō), all the
while maintaining dignity and integrity. By giving
Sonoe the original name Futaba (bud, young shoot)
and sharing it with her daughter, Ruikō shifted
Braddon’s focus from a mature “woman's battle” to
a struggle by a young woman to find her identity and
her long-lost father. Sonoe can rely only on unflag-

18 As for “Sawabata-no-Kobuishi" see http://www.lib.yamagata-u.ac.jp/benibana/bunken/book/bmuseum/bmuseum4.html
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ging self esteem. Such a disposition and attitude to-
ward life has been an enduring theme in Japanese
popular literature. The choices Kuroiwa Ruikō made
in naming characters exemplify processes of adapta-
tion, transmutation, and transplantation of Braddon’s
original story across linguistic and cultural boundar-
ies into Japanese soil. Like Braddon, he was attuned

to the social implications of names. The choices he
made in Sute-obune demonstrate the advantages of
non-literal adaptive translation in Japan at a time
when translators and editors like Ruikō sought to
cater to what they understood as Japanese sensibilit-
ies while explaining European customs and thought
in expedient and quick ways.
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Appendix – Synopses of Diavola / Sute-obuneobune

Names of Characters

Character attributes in Braddon
version

Kuroiwa versionCharacter attributes in
Braddon version

Braddon version

Ballad singer 15 or 16 years
old on first meeting with bar-

SonoeA ballad singer aged 18
years on first meeting with

Jenny Milsom, “Diavola”,
Honoria Millford, Lady

on. Daughter of Italian noble-
man.

baron. Born the daughter of
an Italian nobleman.

Eversleigh, alias Harriet
Eden, Leonora Ambrogetti

Wealthy. Lost first wife to ill-
ness while pregnant with first
child.

Baron Tokiwa MisaoWealthy. Never married
baronet.

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Os-
wald Eversleigh.

Nephew of Baron Tokiwa. Son
of Baron Tokiwa’s younger
brother

Nagatani ReikichiNephew of Sir Oswald. Son
of Sir Oswald’s younger
brother.

Reginald Eversleigh

Kidnapper, murderer, former
Italian sailor

Furumatsu Senji/
Tomazō

Kidnapper, murderer, master
of disguise, former Italian
sailor

Tom Milsom, Tomaso Vec-
chi

Matsuzō
Naval captain. Faithful and
trusting. Friend of Duke

Capt. Kobusuton/
Kobuishi

Naval captain. Faithful and
trusting. Friend of Honoria
and the baron.

Capt. Copplestone

Makijima. Confidante of
Sonoe and the baron.
Scheming chemist, superficial.
Talents include drawing and

Kawabayashi IkudōScheming chemist. Dual
French and British national-

Victor Carrington

an interest in music and dis-
guise.

ity. Talents include drawing
and an interest in music.

Gullible, but scheming gold-
digger.

Kurahama KonamiGullible, but scheming gold-
digger

Lydia Graham

Daughter of Baron Tokiwa and
Sonoe. Shares Sonoe’s original
first name.

FutabaDaughter of Sir Oswald and
Honoria. Named after the
baron’s mother.

Gertrude

Italian father of SonoeDuke MakijimaItalian father of HonoriaDuke Luigi Ambrogetti

Synopsis of Braddon’s Diavola Version
In a pub in Wapping, Captain Valentine Jernam hears Jenny Milsom (Diavola) singing. Her “father” Tom
Milsom and publican Dennis Wayman take Jernam to Milsom’s hut where they kill him for his money. Jenny
does not witness the murder. Later, Jernam’s brother George learns that the singer is “the key to the secret of
his death”, but that she has run away.

The baronet, Lt. Col. Sir Oswald Eversleigh tells a nephew, Reginald Eversleigh, that he will disinherit him.
On the road to Raynham Castle, he rescues a destitute woman who tells him she was born in Florence and
educated by an Italian priest. She gives her name as Honoria Milford, aged 18.

Sir Oswald and Honoria marry. Reginald schemes with Victor Carrington to win back his inheritance. Reginald
agrees to pay Victor if he succeeds to his uncle’s estate. Victor praises Reginald to Sir Oswald and the socialite
Lydia Graham hints that Honoria and Victor are intimate, making the baronet suspicious. At an outdoor fete,
Honoria notices her husband is absent. Victor tells her he is injured in Yarborough Tower. In the tower, he ex-
plains that her husband mistrusts her. The baronet dies mysteriously after his will has been burned. The coroner
rules he died from apparent suicide from rattlesnake venom.
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The Baronet’s trusted friend Capt. Copplestone testifies that Honoria had written a farewell letter to her
husband and that Sir Oswald may have burned the will himself. Honoria becomes mistress of the estate. Reginald
receives 500 pounds a year. Other nephews Lionel and Douglas Dale get property worth 10,000 pounds a year.

Milsom tells Wayman that he hid Jernam’s money in his house, but the house has been bought by a Capt.
Duncombe. They attempt to retrieve the money, but are seen by the occupants, who find a dropped gold coin
on the floor.

Honoria leaves daughter Gertrude in the care of Copplestone to stay in London under the alias of Harriet
Eden. She contracts Andrew Larkspur to find Valentine Jernam’s killer and to follow Reginald and Victor.

George Jernam marries Bella Doyle. A son is born, but Bella dies. George marries Capt. Duncome’s daughter
Rosamund and lives at Duncome’s house. While Capt. Duncombe is at sea, George finds a coin he once gave
his murdered brother in the house. He suspects Duncome as his brother’s killer.

Reginald frequents Paulina Durski’s gaming house. Victor courts Paulina. Lionel has become a rector in
Dorsetshire. Douglas adores Paulina and continually loses money in her gaming den. Victor learns that Lionel
and Reginald plan to go hunting and supplies a poorly trained horse for Lionel. Larkspur learns of the plan.

At Lionel’s Christmas party, Lydia flirts with Douglas, but he longs for Paulina. When Lionel does not return
from the hunt, everyone believes he has been thrown from his horse and drowned. Douglas inherits his fortune
and Lydia schemes to marry him. Paulina’s gaming house loses customers, depriving Reginald of an income.
Victor persuades Paulina that she should court Douglas for his money. Victor dupes her companion Miss
Brewer into putting a “love potion” in Douglas’s drink.

George Jernam accuses Capt. Duncombe of murdering his brother. Duncombe tells him of the intruders in
the house and of finding the coin. They realize the coin is the key to solving the murder of Valentine Jernam.

Douglas Dale accuses Paulina of poisoning him with the contents of a phial. Paulina takes the phial to Detective
Pierre Dupin in Paris. He concludes that Miss Brewer used the phial for Reginald, and asks Larkspur to follow
Miss Brewer. Larkspur learns that a glass used by Douglas has traces of rattlesnake poison. Honoria tells
Larkspur her husband was believed to have died from the venom.

Milsom kidnaps Gertrude. Dupin goes to Naples to find her. Larkspur stays in London to watch Victor.
Milsom, as Tomaso Vecci, has put Gertrude in the care of a peasant girl. In Faletta, he hears a fisherman telling
of how the daughter of Count Luigi Ambrogetti had been abducted. The child’s mother died. The count’s deranged
sister encounters Gertrude and believes she is Honoria. The count dismisses this as madness, but decides to
adopt her. He meets Milsom who confesses to the kidnapping. Milsom accidentally sets fire to the count’s yacht
and dies on the vessel.

The count and Gertrude are reunited with Honoria. She says Honoria was the heroine in a book she read after
leaving Milsom. The count tells her she was christened Leonora.

Reginald believes Douglas has died and gloats that he has inherited his estate. Miss Brewer confronts Reginald
and Victor and accuses Victor of paying her to poison Douglas. The men deny this, but Paulina Durski throws
a curtain aside to reveal Lionel and Douglas Dale alive. Victor is found guilty of attempted poisoning of Douglas
by the agency of Miss Brewer. Victor dies in prison. Reginald goes free due to lack of evidence, but dies a
pauper in Paris.

George Jernam and Capt. Duncombe catch Wayman retrieving the stolen money. The murder of Capt. Jernam
can not be proved but Wayman is convicted for other crimes and is sent to Norfolk Island. The magnates of the
land open their houses to Lady Eversleigh.

Synopsis of Ruikō’s Sute-Obune Version
In The Sailor’s Club (suifu kurabu) in Cliff (Kurifu), Captain Tatsuta is smitten with the ballad singer Sonoe.
Tatsuta visits the home of Furumatsu Senji, whom he believes is Sonoe’s father. Sonoe tells Furumatsu she
fears he will kill Tatsuta. Furumatsu and the club’s owner murder Tatsuta. Sonoe does not witness the murder,
but leaves the house forever.

One wintry night, Sonoe is rescued by Baron Tokiwa, who pays for her training as an opera singer at England’s
top music school so she can sing in Italy. They fall in love and marry. The baron’s nephew Nagatani Reikichi,
who has been disinherited by the baron, is resentful of Sonoe. So he can regain his inheritance, he plots with
Kawabayashi Ikudō to convince the baron that Sonoe is having an affair. Kawabashi abducts Sonoe in Yaruborō
Tower and tells her the baron suspects her of a secret tryst. Miss Kurahama Konami, at Kawabashi’s request,
spreads the rumour that they have eloped.

The baron banishes Sonoe from his household. Kawabayashi, acting for Nagatani, attempts to poison the
baron, but accidentally renders Kobuston paralysed and unable to speak.
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Sonoe seeks the help of detective Yokoyama Chousaku. But Yokoyama suspects she killed Tatsuta, so informs
the police, who arrest her. Sonoe tells the court she did not see the killing. Sonoe testifies that she is certain she
is not a Furumatsu and explains that she has used the surname Makishima because she feels her father was
Italian. The judge rules her story can not be corroborated until Kawabayashi and Furumatsu are found. Distraught,
she is taken to hospital, where she learns she is pregnant. She is cast back into prison and despairs of giving
birth outside it.

Furumatsu bribes jailers to visit Sonoe. He tells her he eavesdropped when she was in Yaruborō Tower. He
is the only one who can testify to her innocence. He demands that in return for his confession in court, she agree
to return to the baron and promise Furumatsu an annuity of 5000 pounds. Sonoe refuses, saying “this is worse
than robbery”. Then he reveals that he kidnapped her at age three and that her father is an Italian noble, but
when he hears jailers approaching, he has to leave.

The baron continues to be troubled by the ambiguity of the case against Sonoe. Miss Konami ingratiates
herself with the Baron. Kawabayashi dupes her into putting a “love potion” in the baron’s tea. The baron suspects
someone is poisoning him. He asks Prof. Nishiizumi in Switzerland to analyse the poison. He tells the baron it
is the same poison which affected Capt. Kobusuton. When the baron confronts Miss Konami, a phial falls from
her pocket. Believing it is not poison, she claims it is her medicine. She drinks it, but then dies. The police
certify her death as suicide.

The baron learns that Sonoe has given birth and that since she was still in prison when he was poisoned, she
must also not have been the one who poisoned Capt. Kobusuton. Sonoe names her daughter Futaba, which was
her own name before she became Sonoe. In Holland, Sonoe learns of a ship called Italian and its captain called
Duke Makijima Koshaku.

Baron Tokiwa despairs that Sonoe has abandoned him. But in Paris with Kobusuton, he hears a masked woman
singing and knows it is Sonoe. He enlists the aid of detective Dupin (Jūbin) to locate her.

Sonoe knows there is only one noble family called Makijima in Italy. She learns that the head of the family
had a daughter who was kidnapped after his wife died. Baron Tokiwa begs Sonoe’s forgiveness and tells her
he wants to restore her as his wife. She forgives him but refuses to resume life as his wife, since in England she
was treated as an immoral and wicked woman (fugi mono dokufu) and experienced the shame of being in jail.

Meanwhile, Furumatsu has abducted Futaba to Italy. He demands a ransom from Baron Tokiwa. The Marquis
Makijima spies Futaba and notes her likeness to Sonoe. He is astounded to learn that her name is Futaba. He
decides to adopt her, but on meeting Furumatsu, realizes he is the kidnapper of his daughter. Detective
Yokoyama arrests Furumatsu. Sonoe and her father are reunited.

Kobusuton knew Makijima while in Italy with the British embassy. He and Baron Tokiwa frequent Sonoe’s
house and become friendly with Makijima. While Kobusuton is in Sonoe’s garden, he sees a man putting
something in the bottle of water. When the baron, Sonoe’s father, and Sonoe emerge, they begin to drink the
water, but Kobusuton overcomes his paralysis to shout that it is poisoned.

Kawabayashi is caught on landing at Dover. A court gives Kawabayashi the death sentence and Furumatsu
gets 20 years on Norfolk Island. Nagatani Reikichi steals some of the baron’s money and escapes to France
where some years later he is killed in a gambling dispute. The baron learns of this via Jūpin.

Sonoe agrees to return to the baron as his wife. The public admires Sonoe and even her portrait is in demand.
In England all four are received at a banquet at the imperial court (chōtei). Baron Tokiwa stays in Britain long
enough to restore their honour. The following year they go to Italy where the baron can spend his later years in
a warm climate. They have more children. One succeeds to the Makijima household and they live happily ever
after “just as in the tales of old”.
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